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Abstract 32	
 33	
Two kinds of radar-lidar synergy cloud products are compared and analyzed in this study; 34	
CERES-CALIPSO-CloudSat-MODIS (CCCM) product and CloudSat radar-lidar (RL) 35	
product such as GEOPROF-LIDAR and FLXHR-LIDAR. Compared to GEOPROF-36	
LIDAR, CCCM has more low-level (< 1 km) clouds over tropical oceans because CCCM 37	
uses a more relaxed threshold of Cloud-Aerosol Discrimination (CAD) score for Cloud-38	
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) vertical feature 39	
mask (VFM) product. In contrast, GEOPROF-LIDAR has more mid-level (1–8 km) 40	
clouds than CCCM at high latitudes (> 40°). The difference occurs when hydrometeors 41	
are detected by CALIPSO lidar but are undetected by CloudSat radar, which may be 42	
related to precipitation. In the comparison of cloud radiative effects (CREs), global mean 43	
differences between CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR are mostly smaller than 5 W m-2, while 44	
noticeable regional differences are found over three regions. First, CCCM has larger 45	
shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) CREs than FXLHR-LIDAR along the west coasts 46	
of Africa and America. This might be caused by missing small-scale marine boundary 47	
layer clouds in FLXHR-LIDAR. Second, over tropical oceans where precipitation 48	
frequently occurs, SW and LW CREs from FLXHR-LIDAR are larger than those from 49	
CCCM partly because FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm includes the contribution of rainwater 50	
to total liquid water path. Third, over midlatitude storm-track regions, CCCM shows 51	
larger SW and LW CREs than FLXHR-LIDAR, due to CCCM biases caused by larger 52	
cloud optical depth or higher cloud effective height.  53	
 54	
Keywords: CCCM, GEOPROF-LIDAR, FLXHR-LIDAR, cloud occurrence, CRE, 55	
CERES 56	
Key points: 1) CCCM and CloudSat radar-lidar (RL) algorithms combine cloud 57	
information measured by CALIOP, CPR, and MODIS. 58	
2) Different cloud occurrences are shown in low-level clouds over the tropics and mid-59	
level clouds over high latitudes. 60	
3) Different CREs are also shown over the west coasts of America and Africa, tropical 61	
oceans, and storm track regions.   62	63	
3	
1. Introduction64	
Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) aboard on Aqua is a part of A-65	
train Earth Observing System (EOS) [Wielicki et al., 1996], and the instrument measures 66	
shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) broadband radiation budget. Since CERES 67	
instruments measure radiation at top-of-atmosphere (TOA), estimating surface or 68	
atmosphere radiation budget further requires radiative transfer computations with 69	
appropriate model inputs [Charlock et al., 1997; Su et al., 2005; Kato et al., 2008, 2011, 70	
2013]. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard on the same 71	
platform is an imager with 36 spectral channels, which gives cloud and aerosol 72	
information over the entire CERES footprint. However, because MODIS is a passive 73	
sensor, it only provides column-integrated cloud properties such as cloud optical depth, 74	
particle effective radius, and cloud top effective temperature. In contrast, active sensors 75	
such as Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) aboard Cloud-76	
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) [Winker et al. 77	
2003, 2007, 2009] and Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) aboard CloudSat [Stephens et al., 78	
2002, 2008] provide detailed cloud vertical structure information than the MODIS imager. 79	
In Kato et al. [2010, 2011], irradiance profiles were computed with merged cloud 80	
properties from CALIOP, CPR, and MODIS at a resolution of a CERES footprint, 81	
referred to as the CCCM product [available at http://ceres.larc.nasa.gov]. In comparison 82	
to irradiances computed using only MODIS-derived cloud properties [Charlock et al., 83	
2006; Rose et al. 2013], referred to as the Cloud Radiative Swath (CRS) product, the 84	
CCCM product showed smaller SW and larger LW TOA irradiances, results in better 85	
agreements with CERES TOA observations [Kato et al., 2011]. These improvements 86	
were achieved by the improvement of detecting multi-layered clouds and vertically 87	
resolved cloud structures derived from the active sensors. 88	
The CloudSat Data Processing (DPC) center also provides radar-lidar (RL) synergy 89	
products, available at http://cloudsat.cira.colostate.edu. The CloudSat Level 2B 90	
GEOPROF-LIDAR product [Mace et al., 2009, 2014] provides merged cloud boundaries 91	
from the CloudSat Level 2B GEOPROF [Mace et al., 2007; Marchand et al., 2008] and 92	
CALIPSO Vertical Feature Mask (VFM) [Vaughan et al., 2009] products. The synergy of 93	
lidar and radar adds significant amounts of high- and low-level clouds in comparison to 94	
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the cloud mask from CloudSat Level 2B GEOPROF, which is based on radar only [Mace 95	
et al., 2009, 2014]. With the improved cloud boundaries, CloudSat DPC also provides 96	
computed irradiance profiles in the CloudSat Level 2B FLXHR-LIDAR product. In the 97	
irradiance computations, cloud properties merged from CALIOP, CPR, and MODIS are 98	
used as radiative transfer model inputs [Henderson et al., 2013].  99	
It is expected that the CERES CCCM and CloudSat RL synergy products provide 100	
more valuable and accurate cloud properties than those from passive sensors. However, 101	
even though these two products use the same radar (CPR), lidar (CALIOP), and passive 102	
(MODIS) sensors, merged cloud properties can be different due to different approaches, 103	
including the hierarch of the sensors in determining vertical cloud profiles, the method to 104	
determine cloud thermodynamic phase, the assumption of cloud microphysics, and the 105	
treatment of cloud vertical inhomogeneity. As a consequence, when these different cloud 106	
properties are used in radiative transfer computations, computed irradiances can be 107	
different. The purpose of this study is to understand quantitatively how much cloud 108	
properties are different and how the different cloud properties affect irradiances. The 109	
differences shown in this study can be used to improve both algorithms in future versions.  110	
Section 2 describes data and algorithms. In Section 3, we compare cloud occurrences 111	
of the CCCM and CloudSat GEOPROF-LIDAR products, and show regional differences 112	
between the two products due to their different strategies. We then compare cloud 113	
radiative effects (CREs) from the CCCM and CloudSat FLXHR-LIDAR products in 114	
Section 4. Section 5 compares computed TOA irradiances from the CCCM and FLXHR-115	
LIDAR products with observed irradiances by CERES. 116	
 117	
2. Data and methodology 118	
2.1. Release B1 (RelB1) CERES-CALIPSO-CloudSat-MODIS (CCCM) product 119	
2.1.1. Input cloud parameters of CCCM algorithm 120	
The CCCM algorithm combines cloud properties derived from MODIS imager, 121	
CALIPSO CALIOP, and CloudSat CPR [Kato et al., 2010]. Cloud properties used in the 122	
CCCM algorithm are listed in Table 1.  123	
Edition B1 CERES-MODIS cloud algorithm [Minnis et al., 2010] provides column-124	
integrated cloud properties such as cloud optical depth (τ), liquid particle effective radius 125	
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(re), ice particle effective diameter (de), and cloud thermodynamic phase. The CERES-126	
MODIS cloud algorithm used for CCCM consists of two parts, the standard and enhanced 127	
algorithms. The standard algorithm uses MODIS only in retrieving τ, re, and de, whereas 128	
the enhanced algorithm uses cloud altitudes derived from the CALIOP and/or CPR for 129	
single-layer clouds. Expecting cloud properties derived from the enhanced algorithm are 130	
more accurate than those derived from the standard algorithm, we only compare cloud 131	
properties derived from the enhanced algorithm with cloud properties from CloudSat 132	
DPC radar-lidar (RL) products.  133	
The RelB1 CCCM algorithm uses the version 3 CALIPSO Vertical Feature Mask 134	
(VFM) product [Vaughan et al., 2009] for cloud boundaries. The VFM product provides 135	
a feature classification for each vertical bin such as cloud, aerosol, and clear. In addition, 136	
the VFM product provides the Cloud-Aerosol Discrimination (CAD) score to indicate a 137	
confidence level of the feature classification. A positive CAD score means the feature is 138	
the likely cloud, and a negative value means the aerosol. As the magnitude of the CAD 139	
score decreases, the confidence level decreases; |CAD| ≥ 70 is regarded as a high 140	
confidence, |50| ≤ CAD < |70| is a medium confidence, |20| ≤ CAD < |50| is a low 141	
confidence, and |CAD| < 20 is no confidence. In the CCCM algorithm, clouds are defined 142	
by the CAD score > 0.  143	
In addition, the version 3 CALIPSO Level 2 CPRO product [Young and Vaughan, 144	
2009] is used to obtain the CALIOP-derived cloud extinction coefficient [kext(z)] in the 145	
CCCM product. Note that the accuracy of the CALIOP cloud extinction coefficient 146	
depends on the assumption of the lidar ratio and multiple scattering factors [Young and 147	
Vaughan, 2009; Garnier et al., 2015; Holz et al., 2016]. However, the CCCM algorithm 148	
normalizes the merged extinction profile using the collocated MODIS-derived cloud 149	
optical depth in the last step (Section 2.1.2). As a result, only the shape of the CALIOP 150	
extinction profiles is used in the CCCM algorithm.  151	
The CCCM algorithm also uses the CloudSat Level 2B CLDCLASS product [Sassen 152	
and Wang, 2008] for cloud boundary detection from CloudSat CPR. Note that cloud 153	
boundaries from the CLDCLASS product are almost identical to the cloud boundaries 154	
from the CloudSat Level 2B GEOPROF product, once the threshold of cloud mask value 155	
is set as ≥ 20 in the GEOPROF product. The value of 0 of cloud mask means completely 156	
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clear, and 40 of cloud mask means completely cloudy. The confidence of cloud mask in 157	
the GEOPROF product is discussed in Marchand et al. [2008]. The CCCM algorithm also 158	
uses liquid/ice water content and effective radius from the CloudSat Level 2B CWC-RO 159	
product [Austin et al., 2009]. 160	
 161	
2.1.2. CCCM cloud merging strategy and radiative transfer simulations 162	
MODIS, CPR, and CALIOP cloud properties are provided at different footprints with 163	
different horizontal resolutions. Therefore, the CCCM algorithm first collocates CloudSat 164	
CPR, CALIPSO CALIOP, and MODIS cloud properties along the CALIPSO-CloudSat 165	
satellite ground track.  166	
Second, once CALIOP, CPR, and MODIS-derived cloud properties are collocated, 167	
cloud top and base boundaries are determined from CALIPOP and CPR, according to the 168	
strategy shown in Table 1 of Kato et al. [2010]. Regarding CALIOP has a finer vertical 169	
resolution (30 m or 60m) than CPR (480 m but oversampled every 240 m), the CCCM 170	
algorithm starts with CALIOP-derived cloud boundaries and adds CPR-derived 171	
boundaries that are undetected by the CALIOP. For example, when the cloud layer is 172	
thick enough to attenuate the CALIOP signal, CPR can detect a boundary more than 480 173	
m away from the level where the CALIOP signal is completely attenuated. In this case, 174	
the cloud base is determined by CPR. The merging process is performed at a 333-m 175	
resolution of individual CALIOP profile, while the same CloudSat profile is used for 176	
three consecutive 333-m profiles. 177	
Third, after the CALIOP and CPR derived cloud boundaries are merged, these are 178	
collocated with CERES near-nadir footprints. Merged cloud profiles within a CERES 179	
footprint are grouped if they have identical cloud top and base heights. The CCCM 180	
algorithm allows up to 16 cloud groups within a CERES footprint (~ 20 km), and each 181	
group can have up to 6 vertically overlapping layers. For each cloud group, cloud 182	
extinction coefficient [kcc(z)] and particle size [rcc(z)] are generated by combining 183	
CALIOP, CPR, and MODIS cloud properties as described in Kato et al. [2011].  184	
The merged cloud extinction coefficient [kcc(z)] and particle size [rcc(z)] profiles are 185	
then normalized using MODIS-derived optical depth (tM) and effective size (rM) [Kato et 186	
al., 2011]: 187	
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   𝜏" 1 − 𝑔(𝑟") = 𝑠 1 − 𝑔 𝑟++ 𝑧-.-/ 𝑘++ 𝑧 𝑑𝑧   (1) 188	
where g is the asymmetry parameter for the given particle size and phase, and s is the 189	
scaling factor. Normalizing extinction coefficient profiles by Eq. (1) is to minimize the 190	
effect of cloud phase changes on a visible reflectance. For the same optical depth, the 191	
visible reflectance changes depending on the cloud phase assumption since the 192	
asymmetry parameter of the liquid phase is larger than that of the ice phase. The scaled 193	
optical depth [τ(1–g)] allows mixing ice and liquid phases in the column without altering 194	
the visible reflectances very much. 195	
Atmospheric profiles such as temperature, humidity, pressure, and ozone amount are 196	
from Goddard Earth Observing System (GEOS-4 from June 2006 to October 2007 and 197	
GEOS-5.2 after November 2007) Data Assimilation System reanalysis data [Rienecker et 198	
al., 2011]. Surface type is determined by the International Geosphere-Biosphere 199	
Programme (IGBP) surface type. For the ocean surface, the spectral albedo model by Jin 200	
et al. [2004] is used. For the land surface type, spectral shapes of MODIS-derived albedo 201	
are used [Moody et al., 2005]. Aerosol properties are from the CALIOP, MODIS 202	
MYD04 [Remer et al., 2005], and the Model of Atmospheric Transport and Chemistry 203	
(MATCH) [Collins et al., 2001] products. As a radiative transfer model, FLux model of 204	
CERES with k-distribution and correlated-k for Radiation (FLCKKR) [Fu and Liou, 205	
1993; Fu et al., 1997; Kratz and Rose, 1999; Kato et al., 1999, 2005; Rose et al., 2006] is 206	
used with a two-stream approximation for SW (0–4 µm) and LW (>4 µm) broadband 207	
simulations.  208	
 209	
2.2. Release 4 (R04) CloudSat Data Processing Center (DPC) radar-lidar (RL) 210	
synergy products 211	
Table 2 lists CloudSat DPC radar-lidar synergy products compared in this study. All 212	
of these products have a horizontal resolution of 1.4 km × 1.8 km and a vertical 213	
resolution of 480 m (but oversampled every 240 m). Mace et al. [2009] and Henderson et 214	
al. [2013] provide detailed information about the GEOPROF-LIDAR and FLXHR-215	
LIDAR products, respectively, and we only provide brief descriptions here.  216	
 217	
2.2.1. CloudSat R04 Level 2B GEOPROF-LIDAR product 218	
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The R04 Level 2B GEOPROF-LIDAR product [Mace et al., 2009] provides radar-219	
lidar (RL) merged cloud masks. The GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm uses cloud masks 220	
from the Level 2B GEOPROF [Mace et al., 2007; Marchand et al., 2008] and CALIPSO 221	
Level 2 VFM products [Vaughan et al., 2009]. Therefore, the GEOPROF-LIDAR 222	
algorithm combines the same datasets used in the CCCM cloud merging algorithm. 223	
However, there are three main differences between the CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR 224	
cloud mask algorithms.  225	
First, the CCCM algorithm constructs merged cloud profiles at the CALIPSO vertical 226	
resolutions [30 m or 60 m, Kato et al., 2010], while the GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm 227	
combines CPR and CALIOP cloud boundaries at the CloudSat vertical resolutions [240 228	
m, Mace et al., 2009]. The GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm collocates the CALIPSO VFM 229	
product with CPR vertical bins. Then the lidar cloud fraction is computed for each radar 230	
bin. If the radar detects clouds (GEOPROF cloud mask ≥ 20) or the lidar cloud fraction in 231	
a radar bin is larger than 50%, the radar bin is assigned as cloudy in the GEOPORF-232	
LIDAR algorithm. The GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm mostly uses boundaries of these 233	
cloudy radar bins as cloud top/base heights. However, if only CALIOP detects the cloud 234	
boundary, or CPR cloud signal is hampered by the surface clutter, the GEOPROF-235	
LIDAR algorithm uses the CALIOP lidar boundary. Second, the CCCM algorithm 236	
defines clouds from the CALIPSO VFM product with CAD > 0, while the GEOPROF-237	
LIDAR algorithm only uses clouds with CAD ≥ 70. Therefore, cloud features with CAD 238	
scores between 0 and 70 are only included in the CCCM cloud mask. Third, the 239	
GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm considers the separation of cloud layers if a cloud layer is 240	
located more than 960 m away from other cloud layers [Mace et al., 2009], while the 241	
CCCM algorithm uses the threshold of 480 m [Kato et al. 2010].  242	
Note that R04 GEOPROF-LIDAR product uses CALIPSO VFM cloud masks 243	
obtained from different scales of spatial averaging such as 333 m, 1 km, 5 km, 20 km, 244	
and 80 km. However, the upcoming next version of GEOPROF-LIDAR product will use 245	
CALIPSO cloud masks from scales up to 5 km, based on the comparison study with 246	
MODIS cloud mask product [Mace et al., 2014]. 247	
 248	
2.2.2. CloudSat R04 Level 2B FLXHR-LIDAR product 249	
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The CloudSat R04 Level 2B FLXHR-LIDAR product [Henderson et al., 2013] 250	
provides improved irradiance profiles from the Level 2B FLXHR product [L'Ecuyer et al., 251	
2008] by including CALIOP-derived properties. Note that the FLXHR algorithm uses 252	
cloud boundaries from the GEOPROF product and cloud properties from CWC-253	
RO/ROVD products, all of which are based on radar only. In contrast, the FLXHR-254	
LIDAR algorithm uses cloud boundaries from the GEOPROF-LIDAR product and cloud 255	
optical properties from CALIPSO Level 2 CPRO and CloudSat CWC-RO/RVOD 256	
products.  257	
The difference between CWC-RO and CWC-RVOD products is the use of MODIS-258	
derived cloud optical depth. The CWC-RVOD algorithm uses column cloud optical 259	
depths from the CloudSat Level 2B TAU product to constrain cloud extinction profiles. 260	
The 2B-TAU algorithm explicitly utilizes the vertical structure information provided by 261	
CPR and CALIOP to determine cloud boundaries before running the optical depth 262	
retrieval using MODIS channels. This has been shown to improve cirrus cloud property 263	
retrievals, particularly in the case of thin clouds [Cooper et al, 2003]. In the FLXHR-264	
LIDAR algorithm, cloud properties from the CWC-RO product are used only when cloud 265	
properties from the CWC-RVOD product are not available.  266	
There are some cases that the GEOPROF-LIDAR product reports a cloud but cloud 267	
property is not available from either CWC-RO or CWC-RVOD product. In this case, the 268	
cloud phase is first determined using the temperature profile in the European Centre for 269	
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)-AUX product [Partain, 2007]. The cloud 270	
layer is in the liquid (ice) phase if the temperature is warmer (colder) than 253.15 K. 271	
When the layer is in the ice phase, the particle effective radius is assumed to be 30 µm, 272	
and the cloud extinction coefficient is taken from the CALIPSO CPRO product. If the 273	
CALIPSO CPRO extinction coefficient is not available, the ice water content (IWC) is 274	
assumed to be 1.5 mg m-3. Therefore, the CloudSat R04 FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm uses 275	
CALIPSO CPRO product or climatological assumption for lidar-only ice cloud properties. 276	
This will be improved in the upcoming next version of FLXHR-LIDAR by implementing 277	
ice cloud properties from CloudSat 2C-ICE product [Deng et al., 2013, 2013]. 278	
When the layer is in the liquid phase, the cloud optical depth and effective radius are 279	
from the CloudSat Level 2B TAU product. If cloud properties from the 2B-TAU product 280	
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are not available, the liquid water content (LWC) of the radar bin is assumed to be 120 281	
mg m-3 above the 1-km altitude, and the LWC is assumed to be 50 mg m-3 below the 1-282	
km altitude. In addition, the effective radius is assumed to be 13 µm when cloud 283	
properties from the 2B-TAU product are not available.  284	
When clouds precipitate, radar reflectivity is too large for cloud particles, resulting in 285	
a failure in retrieving cloud properties by the CWC-RO and CWC-RVOD algorithms. In 286	
this case, the CloudSat Level 2C PRECIP-COLUMN product [Haynes et al., 2009; 287	
Lebsock et al., 2011] is used to assign hydrometeor amounts. The PRECIP-COLUMN 288	
product provides a path integrated LWC of precipitating hydrometeors. The LWC is 289	
further partitioned into cloud liquid water content (CLWC) and rain liquid water content 290	
(RLWC) using the algorithm of Lebsock et al. [2011]. When properties from the 291	
PRECIP-COLUMN product are not available, climatological values are used for the 292	
LWC. Specific climatological values are explained in Henderson et al. [2013].  293	
Aerosol information is extracted from the CALIPSO 5 km aerosol layer product with 294	
single scattering properties assigned based on matching the CALIPSO aerosol types to 295	
models used by the Spectra Radiation-Transport Model for Aerosol Species 296	
(SPRINTARS) global transport model. Atmospheric profiles such as temperature, 297	
pressure, humidity, and ozone amounts are taken from the ECMWF-AUX product 298	
[Partain, 2007]. Gaseous absorptions are computed using the correlated-k method. 299	
Surface albedo and emissivity are determined by the IGBP global land surface 300	
classification. The two-stream radiative transfer model with a d-Eddington approximation 301	
is used for shortwave broadband (0–4 µm) computations, while the constant hemisphere 302	
method is used for longwave broadband (>4  µm) computations.  303	
 304	
2.3. Gridding process for the comparison between the CCCM and CloudSat RL 305	
products 306	
Four seasonal months (February, April, July, and October 2010) of CCCM and 307	
CloudSat DPC RL products are gridded with a 2° resolution. CloudSat data are not 308	
available for 1−15 January 2010 due to a battery anomaly, and thus we use February 309	
2010 instead of January 2010 for winter. Only daytime is considered between CCCM and 310	
CloudSat RL comparisons in this study. This is because nighttime MODIS cloud 311	
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retrievals in CERES-MODIS (used in CCCM) and CloudSat Level 2B TAU (used in 312	
FLXHR-LIDAR) products use infrared channels, and the retrieved cloud properties at 313	
nighttime are significantly different from daytime cloud properties, mostly due to the 314	
difference of channels used in retrievals.  315	
As explained in Section 2.1.2, the CCCM product provides merged cloud boundaries 316	
for up to 16 groups in each CERES footprint, and each cloud group has up to 6 317	
overlapping layers. The CloudSat GEOPROF-LIDAR product provides merged cloud 318	
tops and bases for up to 5 overlapping layers in each CloudSat CPR footprint. To 319	
compare these two cloud boundary products, we define 126 reference vertical levels with 320	
a constant depth of 160 m. Then volumetric cloud fraction (VCF) (the fraction of volume 321	
filled by clouds within a vertical bin) profiles at the 125 layers are computed from the 322	
CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR products. Since we take temporal averaging for 4-month 323	
data, we refer the monthly-averaged VCFs as cloud occurrences throughout this study. 324	
When we compare radiative quantities, the cloud radiative effect (CRE) is defined as 325	
the difference between all-sky and clear-sky irradiances. The reason for comparing CRE 326	
is that the CCCM and CloudSat algorithms use different datasets for atmospheric profiles 327	
and surface properties. As a result, significant differences exist in clear-sky irradiances 328	
mostly due to different humidity/temperature profiles and surface albedos. When we 329	
consider the CRE, the impacts of atmospheric profiles and surface boundary condition 330	
differences can be minimized, which underscores the differences due to cloud profiles. 331	
However, when comparing computed TOA irradiances with CERES observations, we use 332	
all-sky irradiances. Therefore, surface and atmospheric effects are included in that 333	
comparison.  334	
In addition, A-train satellites have sun-synchronous orbits with a fixed equator 335	
crossing time (1:30 AM/PM). Therefore, SW irradiances from the CCCM, FLXHR-336	
LIDAR, and CERES products are normalized with daily mean solar insolation, while the 337	
similar approaches were applied in and L'Ecuyer et al. [2008] and Haynes et al. [2013]. 338	
 339	
3. Cloud occurrences in CCCM and CloudSat GEOPROF-LIDAR products 340	
In this section, we compare cloud occurrences (or temporally averaged VCFs) from 341	
the CCCM and CloudSat GEOPROF-LIDAR products. Figure 1 shows latitudinal 342	
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distributions of cloud occurrences using four seasonal months of CCCM and CloudSat 343	
GEOPROF-LIDAR products for daytime. We only use cloud occurrences over ocean in 344	
Fig. 1 to remove sampling issues caused by variable topography over land. Cloud 345	
occurrences over land are similar to those over ocean (not shown) above 2-km altitude, 346	
where the effect of topography is generally absent.  347	
In Fig. 1, both CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR products show frequent cloud 348	
occurrences over the tropics and midlatitude storm tracks. Their overall features are quite 349	
similar to each other. However, the differences between CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR 350	
products also exist (Fig. 1c). Below 1-km altitude over 30ºS–30ºN, GEOPROF-LIDAR 351	
shows smaller cloud occurrences than CCCM by up to 4%. In addition, at 1–8 km 352	
altitude over |latitude| > 40º, GEOPROF-LIDAR shows larger cloud occurrences than 353	
CCCM by up to 6%.  354	
Figure 2 depicts the geographical distribution of cloud occurrences (or temporally 355	
averaged layer cloud fractions) for 6 different altitude ranges. Below 1-km altitude over 356	
tropical oceans (30ºS–30ºN) (Fig. 2a), CCCM has larger cloud occurrences than 357	
GEOPROF-LIDAR, which is consistent with Fig. 1c. For 1−10 km altitudes over 358	
|latitude| > 40º (Figs. 2b–2e), GEOPROF-LIDAR shows larger cloud occurrences than 359	
CCCM. Over 10-km altitude, the cloud occurrences from GEOPROF-LIDAR and CCCM 360	
generally agree.  361	
Figure 3 shows a typical example of cases when CCCM has larger cloud occurrences 362	
than GEOPROF-LIDAR over the tropical ocean. In this figure, CALIOP and CPR 363	
footprints are collocated with one CERES footprint (~ 20 km). Note that 16 cloud groups 364	
in Fig. 3d are plotted in the order of the cloud group area in the horizontal axis, which is 365	
different from the latitude used for the horizontal axes of other panels in Fig. 3. The 366	
example shows that CCCM has a cloud layer under 2-km altitude (cloud group 2 in Fig. 367	
3d), but the layer is absent in GEOPROF-LIDAR (Fig. 3c). This layer is detected by 368	
CALIOP (Fig. 3a), but not by CPR (Fig. 3b). According to the CALIPSO VFM product 369	
(Fig. 3f), the cloud layer has no confidence in the feature classification, meaning that the 370	
CAD score is smaller than 20 [Vaughan et al., 2009]. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, the 371	
CCCM algorithm uses the CALIPSO VFM cloud mask once CAD > 0, while the 372	
GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm uses the threshold of CAD ≥ 70 (Section 2.2.1). As a result, 373	
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the low-level cloud under 2 km in Fig. 3 is considered as a cloud in the CCCM cloud 374	
mask, but not in the GEOPROF-LIDAR cloud mask.  375	
The above example underscores the effect of low CAD scores (< 70) on low-level 376	
cloud occurrences because CPR cannot detect clouds below 1-km altitude due to surface 377	
clutters [Marchand et al., 2008]. In other words, clouds below 1-km altitude can be only 378	
detected by CALIOP. Figure 4 shows how often low CAD scores (< 70) occur below 1-379	
km altitude in the CALIPSO VFM product. We first count cloudy CALIOP pixels when 380	
the cloud layers appear at altitudes between 0 and 1 km, and provide the normalized 381	
frequency to the total number of CALIOP pixels (Fig. 4a). We then compute the 382	
percentages of CALIOP pixels with low (< 70) and high (≥ 70) CAD scores relative to 383	
the number of cloudy pixels (Fig. 4a) in Figs. 4b and 4c, respectively. The off-shore 384	
tropical ocean regions have a high probability of low CAD (< 70) scores (Fig. 4b), even 385	
though the absolute frequency of low-level clouds is quite low (Fig. 4a). These regions 386	
with low CAD scores are away from the west coasts and coincide with regions with 387	
shallow cumulus clouds. In contrast, low-level clouds with high CAD scores are 388	
frequently present over the Eastern Pacific and midlatitude storm track regions (Fig. 4c). 389	
The distribution of low CAD scores in Fig. 4b is also consistent with Fig. 5c of Leahy et 390	
al. (2012), which showed the fraction of optically thin marine low-level clouds. A further 391	
investigation is needed to identify reasons for low CAD scores over tropical oceans and 392	
to determine whether they are associated with aerosols, broken clouds, or both. The 393	
radiative impacts of these clouds with low CAD scores would be small because of their 394	
small absolute occurrences and small optical depths. In Appendix A, the MODIS Liquid 395	
Water Path (LWP) method is used to infer cloud bases for low-level liquid clouds to 396	
evaluate CALIOP-derived cloud bases. However, most of the improvements appear near 397	
the west coasts of America and Africa, where the CAD score is equal or higher than 70 398	
(Fig. A2e). 399	
Other distinct differences in cloud occurrences are found at 1−8 km altitudes over 400	
high-latitude regions (> 40°) (Figs. 1, 2). Figure 5 shows one typical example when 401	
GEOPROF-LIDAR has larger cloud occurrences than CCCM over the high-latitude 402	
region. As in Fig. 3, CPR and CALIOP footprints are collocated with one CERES 403	
footprint in Fig. 5. In this figure, large differences occur at the altitude between 1.5–3 404	
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km; the CCCM algorithm reports clear bins (Fig. 5d) but the GEOPROF-LIDAR 405	
algorithm reports cloudy bins (Fig. 5c). At these altitudes, the CPR detects clouds (Fig. 406	
5b) but CALIOP does not (Fig. 5a). Therefore, the differences occur due to different 407	
hierarchies in merging cloud boundaries in the CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR 408	
algorithms; the CCCM algorithm starts with CALIOP-derived cloud boundaries and adds 409	
CPR-derived cloud boundaries when CPR-derived boundaries occur more than 480 m 410	
away from the pre-existing CALIPSO boundaries (Section 2.1.1), whereas the 411	
GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm defines the cloud when at least one of CALIOP and CPR 412	
detects a cloud (Section 2.2.1). The layer filled by precipitation may be the reason for the 413	
different detections by CPR and CALIOP. The precipitating layer usually contains a 414	
small number of large hydrometeors. Because CPR is sensitive to the sixth power of 415	
particle size, the precipitating layer largely increases the radar reflectivity. In contrast, 416	
CALIOP is sensitive to the total extinction, and does not detect such precipitation. 417	
Therefore, it can be referred that the GEOPROF-LIDAR provides a hydrometeor mask, 418	
whereas the CCCM provides a cloud mask.  419	
Different approaches in merging cloud boundaries of multiple sensors also result in 420	
different occurrences of single-layered and multi-layered clouds (Fig. 6). As expected, 421	
GEOPROF-LIDAR has a fewer occurrences of multi-layer clouds in the high-latitude 422	
regions than CCCM does, which may be related to precipitating layers. Other latitude 423	
regions such as the Western Pacific and the Inter Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) also 424	
show small differences in occurrences of multi-layered clouds between CCCM and 425	
GEOPROF-LIDAR products, which are mainly due to different vertical resolutions of 426	
CPR (~ 480 m) and CALIOP (30 m or 60 m).  427	
Note that both the CCCM and CloudSat Level 2B FLXHR-LIDAR algorithms use 428	
cloud optical depths derived from MODIS; the CCCM algorithm uses cloud optical 429	
depths derived from the CERES-MODIS cloud algorithm [Minnis et al., 2010], and the 430	
FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm uses the CloudSat Level 2B CWC-RVOD product [Austin et 431	
al. 2009; Wood, 2008], in which column optical depths from the CloudSat Level 2B TAU 432	
product [Lebsock et al., 2011; Polonsky, 2008] are used to constrain cloud extinction 433	
profiles. Therefore, we also compare daytime total column cloud optical depths derived 434	
by the CERES-MODIS algorithm and CloudSat 2B-TAU product in Fig. 7. In this figure, 435	
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the cloud optical depth is weighted by the cloud area probability in each 2°-grid box in 436	
order to mitigate differences between the CERES (~ 20 km ´ 20 km) and CPR (~ 1.4 km 437	
´ 1.8 km) footprint sizes. The larger footprint should have a larger number of partly 438	
cloudy pixels, while the smaller footprint should have a larger number of overcast or 439	
clear pixels. The difference can partly be removed if we compare the multiplication of 440	
cloud optical depth and cloud area probability (%) for each 2°-grid box. In addition, the 441	
logarithmic scale is used for spatial and temporal averaging in producing monthly 442	
gridded values. Fig. 7 shows that CERES-MODIS and CloudSat 2B-TAU agree quite 443	
well over 30ºS–30ºN. In contrast, 2B-TAU shows larger cloud optical depths than 444	
CERES-MODIS for |latitude| > 60º, which may be related to different surface albedo 445	
assumptions and identifications of snow/ice surface between these two cloud retrievals. 446	
In addition, CERES-MODIS cloud optical depths are larger than CloudSat 2B-TAU 447	
cloud optical depths over the latitudinal band at 60°S, while the sign of the difference 448	
over other high-latitude regions is opposite. The global mean difference of cloud optical 449	
depths computed from the two products is 1.07, where CloudSat 2B-TAU is larger.  450	
 451	
4. Cloud radiative effects (CREs) from CCCM and CloudSat Level 2B FLXHR-452	
LIDAR products 453	
In Section 3, we show that regional differences exist in the cloud occurrence 454	
comparison between the CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR products. In this section, we 455	
compare cloud radiative effects (CREs) derived from the CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR 456	
products. CRE at TOA (∆cFTOA) is defined as the clear-sky minus all-sky upward TOA 457	
irradiances (FTOAUP,Clr – FTOAUP,All). Therefore, a negative CRE at TOA means that clouds 458	
cool the earth compared to the clear sky. The CRE on atmospheric absorption (∆cFAtm) is 459	
defined as the all-sky minus clear-sky atmospheric column absorptions (FAtm,All – FAtm,Clr), 460	
and thus a positive CRE means atmospheric warming by clouds due to absorbing more 461	
energy. The CRE on heating rate is also defined as the all-sky minus clear-sky heating 462	
rates. The surface CRE (∆cFSFC) is defined as the all-sky minus clear-sky downward 463	
surface irradiances (FSFCDN,All – FSFCDN,Clr), and thus a negative surface CRE denotes the 464	
surface cooling by clouds due to the reduction of atmospheric transmission. All CREs at 465	
TOA, atmosphere, and surface are computed as the differences between clear-sky and all-466	
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sky irradiances, and thus, to a first order, effects of surface properties and atmospheric 467	
profile differences are excluded.  468	
 469	
4.1. Shortwave (SW) CREs 470	
Figure 8 shows 4-month mean SW CREs at TOA, atmosphere, and surface, computed 471	
from CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR products. Both CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR 472	
commonly show large SW CREs along the ITCZ, the Western Pacific, and midlatitude 473	
storm track regions. Global mean SW CRE differences are 1.12, –3.67, and 7.29 W m-2 at 474	
TOA, atmosphere, and surface, respectively. However, bottom panels of Fig. 8 show that 475	
CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR products also have noticeable CRE differences at the west 476	
coasts of the Americas and Africa, inner tropical oceans, and midlatitude storm track 477	
regions. In the following, we discuss the possible reasons for the SW CRE differences for 478	
these regions.  479	
First, the west coasts of America and Africa show that CCCM has larger SW CREs 480	
than FLXHR-LIDAR at TOA, atmosphere, and surface (Fig. 8, bottom row). These 481	
differences seem to be related to different cloud occurrences between CCCM and 482	
FLXHR-LIDAR. When merging CALIOP and CPR cloud boundaries, the GEOPROF-483	
LIDAR algorithm computes the volumetric cloud fraction detected by CALIOP within a 484	
CPR bin (Section 2.2.1). The marine boundary layer clouds near the west coasts of 485	
America and Africa often occupy less than 50% of the volume of a CPR bin due to their 486	
small thickness. As a result, these layers are reported as clear in the GEOPROF-LIDAR, 487	
which is also used in FLXHR-LIDAR. In contrast, the CCCM algorithm includes small-488	
scale or shallow cloud layers once CALIOP detects them. In Section 5, we show that 489	
FLXHR-LIDAR SW TOA irradiances have negative biases compared to the CERES 490	
observations along the west coast of America and Africa, confirming that marine clouds 491	
near the west coasts are missing in the FLXHR-LIDAR product. 492	
If smaller CREs along the west coasts of America and Africa in FLXHR-LIDAR are 493	
due to missing thin boundary layer clouds, GEOPROF-LIDAR should also have smaller 494	
cloud occurrences than CCCM in Section 3. However, Fig. 2 does not show striking 495	
differences between CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR over these regions, because the 496	
occurrence differences are about 2%. Despite small differences in cloud occurrences in 497	
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the west coasts (Fig. 2), they can cause significant differences in SW CREs (Fig. 8) since 498	
the cloud optical depths are usually larger than 2 (Fig. 7). Note that SW CRE differences 499	
shown over the west coasts of America and Africa are not related to the different 500	
thresholds of CAD scores discussed in Section 3. Clouds along the west coasts usually 501	
have CAD scores ≥ 70 (Fig. 4c).  502	
Second, CCCM yields smaller SW CREs at TOA and surface than FLXHR-LIDAR, 503	
over tropical oceans away from the coasts (Fig. 8, bottom row). However, the SW CRE 504	
differences between the two products are not significant at atmosphere. In Section 3, we 505	
show that CCCM has larger cloud occurrences over tropical oceans due to the inclusion 506	
of clouds with low CAD scores < 70 (Figs. 2, 4). If the cloud occurrence differences were 507	
causing the SW CRE differences over the Tropics (Fig. 8), CCCM should have larger 508	
CREs than FLXHR-LIDAR CREs. This suggests that the CRE differences are not caused 509	
by the different thresholds of CAD scores between the two algorithms. The regions 510	
showing large SW CRE differences between CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR coincide with 511	
regions with frequent precipitation [e.g. Mitrescu et al., 2010]. Therefore, one possible 512	
explanation for the different SW CREs is different treatments of precipitating clouds in 513	
the two algorithms. The FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm includes rain and cloud water 514	
contents from the CloudSat Level 2C PRECIP-COLUMN product (Section 2.2.2), which 515	
can increase total optical depth by up to 5% [Fig. 9, Lebsock et al., 2011]. In contrast, the 516	
CCCM algorithm does not take into account hydrometeor from the precipitation 517	
separately because the algorithm assumes that water contents due to the precipitation are 518	
already included in the MODIS-derived cloud optical depth (Section 2.1.2). Above 519	
explanation may not be a perfect reason for the discrepancy over tropical oceans since 520	
Henderson et al. [2013] showed < 0.5 W m-2 of global mean differences in TOA SW 521	
irradiance due to different precipitation treatments. Therefore, further investigation is 522	
needed to verify the other reasons of the SW CRE differences over tropical oceans. 523	
Third, CCCM has larger SW CREs at TOA, atmosphere, and surface than FLXHR-524	
LIDAR over the midlatitude storm track regions between 40–60°N and between 40–60°S 525	
(Fig. 8, bottom row). In Fig. 7, we show that CloudSat Level 2B-TAU has smaller optical 526	
depths than those from the CERES-MODIS algorithm over the ocean around 60°S, which 527	
in part is responsible for smaller SW CREs from FLXHR-LIDAR. However, except 60°S, 528	
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other high-latitude regions generally show larger cloud optical depths from 2B-TAU than 529	
those from CERES-MODIS. Moreover, it should be noted that cloud optical depths from 530	
2B-TAU are not used in the FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm when the CWC-RVOD or 2B-531	
TAU algorithm fails to retrieve cloud properties. In this case, radar-only retrieved 2B-532	
CWC-RO parameters or climatological values are used for the FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm. 533	
Figure 7 of Henderson et al. [2013] also demonstrated that up to 50% of low-level clouds 534	
over the storm-track regions are described with climatological values in the FLXHR-535	
LIDAR algorithm. Therefore, it is not straight-forward to understand the SW CRE 536	
differences (Fig. 8) solely using the cloud optical depth differences (Fig. 7).  537	
Besides the differences in the cloud optical depths, the SW CRE differences in the 538	
storm-track regions may also result from the different vertical distributions of 539	
hydrometeors, which cause the differences in the cloud effective height. If the CCCM 540	
algorithm uses a more upper-weighted extinction profile (and thus higher cloud effective 541	
height) than the FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm, a larger TOA SW CRE would occur in the 542	
CCCM algorithm at TOA. However, the different cloud effective heights cannot explain 543	
the SW CRE differences at surface.  544	
Figure 9 compares SW CREs on atmospheric heating rates by CCCM and FLXHR-545	
LIDAR products over ocean (land is excluded by the same reason in Fig. 1). At 0.5–1.5 546	
km altitudes between 60°S–60°N, CCCM show larger SW CREs on heating rates, 547	
compared to FLXHR-LIDAR CREs. This is mostly because GEOPROF-LIDAR has 548	
smaller amounts of marine boundary layer clouds along the west coasts of America and 549	
Africa than CCCM, as shown in Fig. 8. In addition, CCCM has larger SW CREs on 550	
heating rates for ice clouds between 8 to 16 km altitudes. When the CALIOP only detects 551	
ice clouds, the CCCM algorithm uses MODIS-derived effective radii, whereas the 552	
FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm assumes a 30 µm of ice particle size (Section 2.2.2). If the 553	
MODIS-derived ice effective radius is larger than 30 µm, CCCM products would show 554	
larger SW heating rates than FLXHR-LIDAR heating rates.  555	
 556	
4.2. Longwave (LW) CREs 557	
In the previous section, we discuss why large SW CRE differences exist over the west 558	
coasts of America and Africa, tropical oceans away from coasts, and midlatitude storm 559	
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track regions. In this section, we show that the interpretations made in the previous 560	
section can also explain LW CRE differences. 561	
Figure 10 shows LW CREs from the CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR products at TOA, 562	
atmosphere, and surface. The global mean LW CRE differences are < 4 W m-2 at surface 563	
and TOA and 0.05 W m-2 at atmosphere. While the west coasts of America and Africa 564	
show significant SW CRE differences (> 15 W m-2) among other regions (Fig. 8), 565	
differences in LW TOA CREs (< 8 W m-2) in these regions do not stand out from other 566	
regions (Fig. 10). This is because low-level clouds along the west coast are present below 567	
1-km altitude, and thus their effective cloud temperatures are not distinctly different from 568	
near-surface air temperatures. In contrast, LW CREs at surface show larger differences (> 569	
8 W m-2) than those at TOA because low-level clouds can significantly increase the 570	
downward longwave irradiances.  571	
In the previous section, we discussed that adding rain water contents by the FLXHR-572	
LIDAR algorithm partly leads to larger SW CREs than those by the CCCM algorithm 573	
over tropical oceans. At surface, FLXHR-LIDAR shows slightly larger LW CREs than 574	
CCCM by 2 W m-2 over tropical oceans except for ITCZ, consistent with the SW CRE 575	
differences. At TOA, differences in LW CREs are more complicated, and the large 576	
differences are mostly governed by high cloud regions such as the Western Pacific and 577	
ITCZ. The reason for the difference over the Western Pacific and ITCZ will be discussed 578	
later in this section. 579	
In the previous section, we show that FLXHR-LIDAR has smaller SW CREs than 580	
CCCM over the midlatitude storm track regions probably because the FLXHR-LIDAR 581	
algorithm uses smaller cloud optical depths or lower cloud effective heights, compared to 582	
CCCM. These two factors have competing effects for the surface LW CRE difference, 583	
because a smaller cloud optical depth causes a smaller surface LW CRE, and a lower 584	
effective height causes a larger surface LW CRE. In Fig. 10, FLXHR-LIDAR shows 585	
smaller LW surface CREs than CCCM CREs, implying that the difference in cloud 586	
optical depths mostly drives the difference in surface LW CREs. At TOA, both smaller 587	
cloud optical depth and lower effective height can result in smaller LW CREs. As 588	
expected, FLXHR-LIDAR LW CREs at TOA generally are smaller than CCCM LW 589	
CREs in the storm track regions.  590	
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Some regions have negligible differences in SW CREs but significant differences in 591	
LW CREs. For example, CCCM TOA LW CREs are larger than FLXHR-LIDAR CREs 592	
over the Western Pacific Ocean and ITCZ, but the differences are not apparent in the SW 593	
CRE comparison. A possible reason for this is higher effective cloud height used in the 594	
CCCM algorithm compared to those used in the FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm. Note that the 595	
higher cloud effective height does not necessarily mean higher cloud top boundary. 596	
CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR have similar cloud top boundaries in deep convective 597	
regions over the tropics (Fig. 1). Instead, the higher cloud effective height can occur 598	
when a larger portion of column cloud optical depth is given to the upper cloud layer of 599	
multi-layered cloud system, or the shape of cloud extinction profile is more upper-600	
weighted. In Section 5, we show that both CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR have negatively 601	
biased LW TOA irradiances to CERES observations over the Western Pacific and ITCZ, 602	
while the magnitude of CCCM LW biases is larger. 603	
The comparison of CREs on LW heating rates shows a quite good agreement in Fig. 604	
11. However, the level of positive CREs in the upper troposphere from CCCM is higher 605	
than that from FLXHR-LIDAR. This is consistent with higher CCCM effective cloud 606	
height in the Western Pacific and ITCZ, also inferred in Fig. 10. In addition, both CCCM 607	
and FLXHR-LIDAR products show that low-level clouds around 1 km have large LW 608	
cooling effects at cloud tops and warming effects near cloud bases. However, the 609	
magnitude of CCCM LW CREs is slightly larger (1 K d-1) than that of FLXHR-LIDAR 610	
LW CREs, which is consistent with Figs. 8, 9, and 10. These are caused by the different 611	
amount of low-level clouds at the west coast of America and Africa.  612	
 613	
5. Comparison of simulated CCCM and CloudSat FLXHR-LIDAR TOA upward 614	
irradiances with CERES observations 615	
In this section, computed TOA upward irradiances from the CCCM and FLXHR-616	
LIDAR products are compared with CERES observations. Since all-sky irradiances are 617	
used for the comparison, assumptions of atmospheric profiles and surface properties in 618	
addition to cloud property differences contribute to the differences between computed 619	
and observed TOA irradiances.   620	
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Figure 12 shows the comparison of computed TOA SW and LW irradiances from 621	
CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR products with CERES observations. Both CCCM and 622	
FLXHR-LIDAR show a quite good agreement with CERES observations with global 623	
mean SW biases < 2 W m-2 and LW biases < 6 W m-2. This is consistent with Henderson 624	
et al. [2013], showing a strong linear relationship between FLXHR-LIDAR and CERES 625	
on the 5° grid box using 12-month data. 626	
Note that most of the polar regions (> 60°) are excluded in Fig. 12 in the comparison 627	
between FLXHR-LIDAR and CERES SW TOA irradiances because the fair comparison 628	
is not available. The reason is that CERES TOA irradiances derived from the measured 629	
radiances are sometimes not available due to the difficulty in determining the scene type 630	
for large solar angles over the polar regions. The biased CERES sampling can cause 631	
artificial FLXHR-LIDAR SW biases. For the comparison of computed irradiances from 632	
CCCM with CERES observations, we simply filter out CCCM irradiances when CERES 633	
SW irradiances are not available because these two sets of irradiances are collocated and 634	
provided at the same spatial resolution.  635	
While global mean biases of CCCM and FLXH-LIDAR are small, there exist regional 636	
biases in both datasets, compared to the CERES observations. For the west coasts of 637	
America and Africa, FLXHR-LIDAR SW irradiances are negatively biased, whereas 638	
CCCM SW irradiances agree fairly well with CERES observation. This further suggests 639	
missing of low-level shallow clouds in GEOPROF-LIDAR, as discussed in Section 4. 640	
Over tropical oceans, FLXHR-LIDAR SW irradiances are positively biased compared to 641	
CERES observations, which are partly related to rain water amounts considered in the 642	
FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm (Section 4).  643	
Over the storm-track regions, CCCM SW irradiances are positively biased and LW 644	
irradiances are negatively biased compared to CERES observations. As discussed in 645	
Section 4, the biases can be explained by positively biased cloud optical depth or too high 646	
cloud effective height. For available datasets, the FLXHR-LIDAR product has mixed 647	
signs of SW biases in the storm-track region. In addition, FLXHR-LIDAR TOA LW 648	
irradiances are negatively biased from the CERES observations, where the magnitude of 649	
FLXHR-LIDAR LW negative biases is greater than CCCM LW biases. One might think 650	
that this is a conflict with LW CRE differences shown in Fig. 10, where CCCM gives the 651	
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larger LW TOA CREs than FLXHR-LIDAR. However, the TOA LW biases in Fig. 12 652	
are also attributed by uncertainties of surface and atmospheric profiles. For example, if 653	
FLXHR-LIDAR uses cold biased surface temperatures over the high-latitude regions (> 654	
50°), larger LW TOA biases can be shown in FLXHR-LIDAR in comparison to CCCM. 655	
Over the Western Pacific and ITCZ, both CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR LW irradiances 656	
are negatively biased compared to CERES observations, where the magnitude of the LW 657	
biases is slightly larger for CCCM. This is consistent with the LW CRE differences in Fig. 658	
10. The LW biases can occur when the cloud effective heights of deep convective clouds 659	
are too high.  660	
Most of the large SW biases of FLXHR-LIDAR over land are likely caused by biases 661	
in surface albedos (Fig. 12, left bottom), and it will be improved in the upcoming next 662	
version of FLXHR-LIDAR product. Figure 13 shows that FLXHR-LIDAR SW 663	
irradiances are positively biased over Saharan desert, Australia, and Chilean mountain, 664	
and negatively biased over Southern African and Brazilian forests in the clear-sky 665	
composite comparison, indicating the surface albedo issue in the FLXHR-LIDAR SW 666	
simulation.  667	
Both CCCM and FLXH-LIDAR show negative LW biases over land (Fig. 12, right 668	
column), mainly due to cold biases in surface skin temperatures. The source of skin 669	
temperature is GEOS-5.2 for the CCCM algorithm (Section 2.1.2) and ECMWF for the 670	
FLXHR-LIDAR algorithm (Section 2.2.2). Because the reanalysis data are provided 671	
every 3 hours, simple temporal interpolation may not capture an afternoon peak of 672	
temperature. The clear-sky composite comparison in Fig. 13 also shows that FLXHR-673	
LIDAR LW irradiances are negatively biased over land, suggesting the LW biases are not 674	
caused by cloud properties, but likely caused by surface temperature biases.  675	
In addition, both CCCM and FLXHR-LIDAR LW irradiances are positively biased 676	
over the Eastern Pacific Ocean (Fig. 12, right column). Positive LW biases also appear in 677	
the clear-sky composite comparison in Fig. 13, indicating that the biases are not caused 678	
by cloud properties. Instead, the LW biases may be caused by biases in humidity profiles. 679	
 680	
6. Summary  681	
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The CERES-CALIPSO-CloudSat-MODIS (CCCM) product is compared with the 682	
GEOPROF-LIDAR and FLXHR-LIDAR products in this study. These datasets use 683	
observations from CALIOP, CPR, and MODIS for detecting clouds and describing cloud 684	
vertical profiles. We found that the CCCM and CloudSat radar-lidar synergy datasets 685	
captured similar overall features in cloud occurrences and cloud radiative effects (CREs) 686	
but there are also noticeable regional differences. 687	
The differences in cloud occurrences are summarized as follows: 688	
• CCCM shows larger cloud occurrences of low-level (< 1 km) clouds than 689	
GEOPROF-LIDAR over tropical oceans. The differences are caused by 690	
different thresholds of Cloud-Aerosol-Discrimination (CAD) score used in the 691	
two algorithms, which represents a confidence level of cloud mask in the 692	
CALIPSO vertical feature mask (VFM) product. 693	
• GEOPROF-LIDAR shows larger cloud occurrences of mid-level (1–8 km) 694	
clouds than cloud occurrences from CCCM in high-latitude regions (> 40º). 695	
The differences are caused by different cloud merging approaches; the CCCM 696	
algorithm initiates cloud boundaries with CALIOP cloud boundaries and 697	
additionally uses CPR boundaries, while the GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithm 698	
defines clouds when either CALIOP or CPR detects clouds. The different 699	
detection by CALIOP and CPR might be caused by precipitating layers 700	
presenting in multiple cloud layers.  701	
The differences in CREs can be summarized as follows:  702	
• Along the west coasts of America and Africa, CCCM shows larger shortwave 703	
(SW) and longwave (LW) CREs than those from FLXHR-LIDAR. When 704	
comparing with CERES observations, FLXHR-LIDAR TOA SW irradiances 705	
have negative biases, suggesting that some of the thin marine boundary layer 706	
clouds in these regions are missing in GEOPROF-LIDAR and FLXHR-707	
LIDAR. 708	
• Over tropical oceans away from coasts, FLXHR-LIDAR shows larger SW and 709	
LW CREs than those from CCCM. This is partly caused by different 710	
treatments of rain water. It is further shown that FLXHR-LIDAR SW TOA 711	
irradiances have positive biases compared to CERES observations. 712	
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• CCCM shows larger SW and LW CREs compared to those from FLXHR-713	
LIDAR over midlatitude storm track regions. When compared to CERES 714	
observations, CCCM TOA SW and LW irradiances have positive and 715	
negative biases, respectively. Possible reasons for the CCCM biases are too 716	
large cloud optical depth derived by the CERES-MODIS cloud algorithm or 717	
too high cloud effective height. FLXHR-LIDAR TOA LW irradiances also 718	
have negative biases compared to CERES observations, while the magnitude 719	
of FLXHR-LIDAR biases is slightly larger than that of CCCM LW biases. 720	
Possible reason for the larger FLXHR-LIDAR LW biases is a cold-biased 721	
surface skin temperature in the high-latitude regions (> 50°).  722	
• CCCM shows larger LW CREs in regions with deep convective clouds such 723	
as the Western Pacific and ITCZ show negative LW biases. This is due to 724	
higher cloud effective heights are used in the CCCM algorithm. Compared to 725	
the CERES observations, CCCM shows larger LW biases than FLXHR-726	
LIDAR in the deep convective regions.  727	
This comparison study shows overall good agreements between two state-of-the-art 728	
radar-lidar synergy datasets in the global mean sense. The regional differences shown in 729	
this study motivate further refinement of both algorithms, and the analysis presented here 730	
provides a specific guidance to ongoing efforts to improve new versions of each product. 731	
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Appendix A: Cloud bases computed with an assumption of linearly 742	
increasing LWC with height  743	
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 744	
In Section 3, it is shown that CALIOP-derived cloud base heights can be significantly 745	
different depending on the threshold of the CAD score. In this section, we independently 746	
derive cloud geometrical thickness and cloud base using MODIS-derived optical depth 747	
and effective radius (hereafter referred to as MODIS LWP method) to compare with 748	
CALIPSO product.  749	
Liquid-phase cloud extinction and effective radius satisfy 750	
    𝑤(𝑧) = 	 456789:; 		𝑘<=>(𝑧)		𝑟<(𝑧)    (A1) 751	
where kext(z) is the extinction coefficient in the unit of m-1, re(z) is the effective radius in 752	
the unit of µm, w(z) is the liquid water content in the unit of g m-3, Qext is the extinction 753	
efficiency, and rc is the density of water in the unit of g cm-3. For the visible channel, Qext 754	
can be approximated as 2, and the density of water (rc) can be fixed as 1 g cm-3. We then 755	
integrate Eq. (A1) with height, 756	
    𝑊 = @7 𝑤 𝑧 𝑑𝑧A.A/ 	= @7 𝑘<=> 𝑧 	𝑟<(𝑧)A.A/ 𝑑𝑧   (A2) 757	
where W is liquid water path in the unit of g m-2, zB is the cloud base height, and zT is the 758	
cloud top height in the unit of meter. To integrate Eq. (A2), we need to know the vertical 759	
profiles of kext(z) and re(z) between zT and zB. For boundary layer clouds, the liquid water 760	
content typically increases with height when the profile closely follows an adiabatic 761	
condition [Nicholls and Leighton 1986; Breguier et al. 2000]. Therefore, assuming that 762	
w(z) linearly increases with (z – zB) and the number of cloud particles is constant with 763	
height (resulting re increasing with (z – zB)1/3 and kext increasing with (z – zB)2/3), we can 764	
approximate Eq. (A2) as follows [Szcszodrak et al., 2001; Wood and Hartmann, 2006; 765	
Bennartz, 2007; Seethala and Horváth, 2010]:  766	
     𝑊 = BC 𝜏	𝑟<,>EF    (A3) 767	
where t is the column cloud optical depth, and re,top is the cloud particle effective radius 768	
at the top of the cloud layer. If a strong cloud-absorbing channel such as 3.7 µm is used 769	
for the retrieval of effective radius (re,3.7), we can reasonably assume that re,top is re,3.7.  770	
Moreover, cloud geometrical thickness (H) and liquid water path (W) have the 771	
following relationship [Brenguier et al., 2000; Boers and Mitchell, 1994; Boers et al., 772	
2006; Meerkötter and Zinner, 2007; Bennartz, 2007]: 773	
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     𝑊 = G@ 𝑐I𝐻@     (A4) 774	
where cw is the condensation rate in g m-3 m-1 and H is in meter. For subtropical and 775	
midlatitude low-level clouds, cw can be reasonably assumed as 2 ´ 10-3 g m-3 m-1 [e.g., 776	
Bennartz, 2007]. Therefore,  777	
   𝐻 ≅ 1000	𝑊 = 1000 BC 𝜏	𝑟<,7.N   . (A5) 778	
Once H is derived from MODIS-derived t and re,3.7, the cloud base height is 779	
computed by subtracting H from CALIOP-derived cloud top height.  780	
Figure A1 shows one example of cloud base obtained from the MODIS LWP method. 781	
This example shows a shallow stratus along the west coast of California. The cloud base 782	
height derived by the MODIS LWP method (red lines of Fig. A1d) for this case is very 783	
close to the lifting condensation level (LCL, dashed lines of Fig. A1a, A1c, A1d). Both 784	
CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR products have the cloud base heights lower than the 785	
cloud base height derived from the MODIS LWP method (or LCL). Since these low 786	
clouds have high confidence levels (CAD ≥ 70) in Fig. A1f, different thresholds used in 787	
the CCCM (CAD > 0) and GEOPROF-LIDAR (CAD ≥ 70) algorithms do not cause the 788	
difference in cloud occurrences in Figs. A1c and Figs. A1d.  789	
Note that the CALIOP algorithm detects clouds with different horizontal scales of 790	
averaging of lidar beams (different colors in Fig. A1a). The horizontal averaging scale 791	
includes 1-km, 5-km, 20-km, and 80-km, while a single shot of lidar beam has a 333-m 792	
scale. As the layer is more tenuous, a longer spatial averaging is needed to remove the 793	
noise of the signals [Young and Vaughan, 2009]. The example in Fig. A1 shows that 794	
cloud base heights from the 333-m scale agree well with cloud base heights derived from 795	
the MODIS LWP method (or LCL), while the cloud base heights obtained from 1-km or 796	
5-km averaging are located below the cloud base heights inferred from the MODIS LWP 797	
method. Therefore, the example in Fig. A1 implies that horizontal averaging may cause 798	
an underestimation of cloud base heights, while the use of single shot (333-m) does not. 799	
The underestimation by the spatial averaging should be more serious for liquid-phase 800	
clouds than ice-phase clouds since the liquid-phase clouds have stronger lidar signals that 801	
generate signal lags during the spatial averaging process. Brunke et al. [2010] found that 802	
CALIOP-derived cloud base heights of marine boundary layer clouds are often lower 803	
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than those inferred from in-situ measurements, particularly when > 5-km spatial 804	
averaging of lidar signals is used. Mace et al. (2014) also discussed impacts of spatial 805	
scale of lidar beam averaging in the CALIOP process, and claimed that large spatial 806	
averaging (> 5 km) is more likely to cause false detections of clouds. The threshold of 807	
CAD cannot filter out these cases since most of the marine boundary layer clouds near 808	
coasts have high CAD scores (Fig. 4c).  809	
To overcome uncertainties of CALIOP-derived cloud base heights for liquid-phase 810	
clouds, we apply the MODIS LWP method when the cloud layer is detected by CALIOP 811	
only. We use the CCCM product in order to incorporate MODIS cloud optical depth in 812	
the MODIS LWP method. First, we only select the single-layer clouds located below 1.5 813	
km altitude. Second, we check if the cloud layers are in the liquid phase using cloud top 814	
temperature warmer than 273 K. The selected clouds from the first and second steps 815	
correspond to 2.8–3.0% of clouds in CCCM, mostly located in the tropics (30°S–30°N). 816	
Third, for the selected low-level clouds, we examine if the MODIS cloud optical depth is 817	
available. If the cloud optical depth is not available, we ignore the single-layer cloud 818	
detected by CALIOP and treat the pixel as clear, which corresponds to only 0.6% cases 819	
of clouds in CCCM. Note that the third step eliminates very thin clouds with optical 820	
depths < 0.3 [Kato et al., 2011]. If the MODIS-derived cloud optical depth is available, 821	
which corresponding 2.2–2.4% clouds in CCCM, we use Eq. (A5) to get the cloud 822	
geometrical thickness (H), and update the cloud base height by subtracting H from the 823	
CALIOP cloud top height.  824	
After correcting cloud base heights using the MODIS LWP method for the low-level 825	
liquid-phase clouds, cloud occurrences between 0 and 1 km (i.e. the fraction of volume 826	
between 0 to 1 km filled by clouds) are obtained in Fig. A2c. Compared with cloud 827	
occurrences from CCCM (Fig. A2a), correction with the MODIS LWP method causes the 828	
reduction of cloud occurrences by 1.2% globally. Most of the significant changes are 829	
shown at the west coast of Africa and America, whereas inner tropic oceans do not show 830	
noticeable changes of cloud occurrences by the MODIS LWP method (Fig. A2e). This 831	
indicates that clouds with low CAD scores in inner tropic oceans are not related to low 832	
biases of cloud bases due to the spatial averaging of lidar beams in the CALIOP 833	
algorithm. Global mean of the cloud occurrence differences between GEOPROF-LIDAR 834	
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and MODIS LWP method (Fig. A2d) is smaller than that between GEOPROF-LIDAR 835	
and CCCM (Fig. A2b). For marine clouds over the Eastern Pacific and Atlantic, both 836	
CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR products have higher cloud occurrences those derived by 837	
the MODIS LWP method (Figs. A2d, A2e) because the low-biased CALIOP base heights 838	
are used in both algorithms. Therefore, a special caution is needed in the future version of 839	
CCCM and GEOPROF-LIDAR algorithms when implementing CALIOP cloud base 840	
heights of liquid-phase clouds obtained from large spatial averaging. 841	
 842	
 843	844	
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Table 1. Cloud parameters used for the CCCM Release B1 (RelB1) algorithm. CALIPSO 1048	
VFM means CALIPSO Level 2 vertical feature mask and CALIPSO CPRO means 1049	
CALIPSO Level 2 Cloud PROfile products. 1050	
             1051	
Data    Parameters  Vertical Res.    Horizontal Res.   1052	
CERES-MODIS  τ (cloud optical depth)         -   1 km × 1 km 1053	
(Edition 2)  Liquid re (effective radius)         -   1 km × 1 km 1054	
   Ice de (effective diameter)          -   1 km × 1 km 1055	
   phase           -   1 km × 1 km 1056	
   pc (cloud top pressure)         -   1 km × 1 km 1057	
CALIPSO L2 VFM  Feature type   30 m or 60 m  333 m  1058	
(Version 3)  CAD score  30 m or 60 m  333 m  1059	
CALIPSO L2 CPRO kext(z) (extinction coeff) 60 m   1 km 1060	
(Version 3)  QC of kext(z)  60 m   1 km 1061	
CloudSat 2B-CLDCLASS Cloud scenario  480 m   1.4 × 1.8 km 1062	
(Release 4)  1063	
CloudSat 2B-CWC-RO IWC(z) (ice water cont)  480 m   1.4 × 1.8 km  1064	
(Release 4)  LWC(z) (liq water cont)  480 m   1.4 × 1.8 km 1065	
   Ice re(z)   480 m   1.4 × 1.8 km 1066	
   Liquid re(z)  480 m   1.4 × 1.8 km   1067	
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Table 2. CloudSat products considered in this study. Release 4 (R04) is used for all 1070	
CloudSat products. CloudSat Level 2B GEOPORF and CWC-RVOD are CloudSat radar-1071	
only products. CloudSat Level 2B GEOPROF-LIDAR and FLXHR-LIDAR are radar-1072	
lidar (RL) synergy products. CloudSat Level 2B TAU provides cloud optical parameters 1073	
retrieved from MODIS radiances, which are used for 2B-CWC-RVOD.  1074	
             1075	
Data    Parameters    Inputs    1076	
2B-GEOPROF           Cloud mask            Radar reflectivity 1077	
2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR          Cloud mask           2B-GEOPROF, CALIPSO VFM                                                                                                                  1078	
2B-CWC-RO           IWC(z), LWC(z)    Radar reflectivity 1079	
            Ice re(z), liquid re(z) 1080	
2B-CWC-RVOD           IWC(z), LWC(z)   Radar reflectivity  1081	
                       Ice re(z), liquid re(z)   MODIS τ and re from 2B-TAU 1082	
2B-FLXHR           Up/Down irradiances  2B-GEOPROF 1083	
        2B-CWC-RO or RVOD 1084	
2B-FLXHR-LIDAR           Up/Down irradiances        2B-GEOPROF-LIDAR  1085	
         2B-CWC-RO or RVOD  1086	
    CALIPSO CPRO 1087	
2B-TAU           τ and re        MODIS radiances   1088	1089	
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 1090	
 1091	
 1092	
Figure 1. Cloud occurrences (%) computed from cloud boundaries of (a) 16 groups in 1093	
CCCM products and (b) CloudSat Level 2B GEOPROF-LIDAR products. (c) (b) minus 1094	
(a). The cloud occurrences (%) represent temporally averaged volumetric cloud fractions 1095	
(VCFs) computed in 126 reference vertical bins. The cloud occurrences are computed 1096	
over ocean. The increment of the contour in (a) and (b) is 6% and that in (c) is 2%.  1097	
 1098	
 1099	1100	
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 1101	
 1102	
Figure 2. Differences in cloud occurrences (%) in a layer between (a) 0 – 1 km, (b) 1 – 2 1103	
km, (c) 2 – 3 km, (d) 3 – 5.7 km, (e) 5.7 – 10 km, and (f) 10 – 16 km. The cloud 1104	
occurrences (%) represent temporally averaged volumetric cloud fraction (VCF). The 1105	
difference is defined as GEOPROF-LIDAR minus CCCM.  1106	
 1107	
 1108	
 1109	
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 1110	
Figure 3. Collocated CALIPSO and CloudSat pixels with one CERES footprint observed 1111	
on 3 March 2011 20:48UTC. CERES sample and packet numbers of the CERES footprint 1112	
are 11533 and 523, respectively. Cloud mask according to (a) CALIPSO Level 2 Vertical 1113	
Feature Mask (VFM) (lidar only), (b) CloudSat Level 2B GEOPROF (radar only), (c) 1114	
CloudSat Level 2B GEOPROF-LIDAR (radar-lidar combined), and (d) CCCM (radar-1115	
lidar combined) products. The red line in (d) is cloud base height obtained from the 1116	
MODIS LWP explained in Appendix A. Dashed lines in (a), (c), and (d) is lifting 1117	
condensation level (LCL). (e) Feature types and (f) their confidence levels according to 1118	
CALIPSO Level 2 VFM products. (h) Location of CERES footprint marked as a red dot 1119	
in the global map. All panels except (d) and (h) have horizontal axes as the latitude of the 1120	
satellite track, and vertical axes as the altitude (km). The horizontal axis of (d) is cloud 1121	
area in the percentage occupying by 16 cloud groups for the given CERES footprint, 1122	
while the 16 cloud groups are ordered by cloud area.  1123	
 1124	
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 1125	
Figure 4. (a) Relative occurence (%) of CALIPSO pixels that have clouds between 0–1 1126	
km altitude, which are normalized by a total number of CALIPSO pixels in the 2°-grid 1127	
box. Portions (%) of CALIPSO pixels with (b) low CAD scores (< 70) and (c) high CAD 1128	
scores (≥ 70) relative to (a). The sum of (b) and (c) can be greater 100% when a cloudy 1129	
pixel has both low and high CAD scores between 0–1 km. The area with white color has 1130	
zero occurrences. 1131	
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 1132	
 1133	
Figure 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for the CERES footprint observed on 3 March 2011 1134	
20:48UTC with CERES packet number = 11432 and sample number = 509.  1135	
 1136	
 1137	
 1138	1139	
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 1140	
 1141	
Figure 6. Relative occurrence (%) of single- and multi-layered cloudy pixels to a total 1142	
number of observations by CCCM (left columns) and GEOPROF-LIDAR (right 1143	
columns) products. Color represents the relative occurrence, and the global mean is given 1144	
in parenthesis in the title of each panel.  1145	1146	
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 1147	
 1148	
Figure 7. Comparison of cloud optical depths from (a) CERES-MODIS and (b) CloudSat 1149	
Level 2B TAU products. (c) (b) minus (a). Cloud optical depth is weighted by the cloud 1150	
area probability for each 2º-grid box. A logarithmic scale is used for temporal and spatial 1151	
averaging cloud optical depth for monthly gridded data.  1152	1153	
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 1154	
 1155	
 1156	
Figure 8. SW cloud radiative effects (CREs) at TOA (left column), atmosphere (middle 1157	
column), and surface (right column) computed from CCCM (top), CloudSat Level 2B 1158	
FLXHR-LIDAR (middle) products, and FLXHR-LIDAR minus CCCM (bottom) 1159	
products. The unit is W m-2. SW irradiances used in this figure are normalized with daily 1160	
mean solar insolation to overcome sun-synchronous orbits of A-train satellites. 1161	
 1162	
 1163	1164	
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 1165	
 1166	
Figure 9. Cloud radiative effects (CREs) on shortwave (SW) heating rate profiles from 1167	
(a) CCCM and (b) FLXHR-LIDAR products over ocean. (c) (b) minus (a). SW 1168	
irradiances used in this figure are normalized with daily mean solar insolation to 1169	
overcome sun-synchronous orbits of A-train satellites. 1170	
 1171	
 1172	
 1173	1174	
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 1175	
 1176	
Figure 10. Same as Fig. 8 but for longwave (LW) CREs in the unit of W m-2. 1177	
 1178	1179	
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 1180	
 1181	
 1182	
Figure 11. Same as Fig. 9 but for longwave (LW) heating rates (K d-1).     1183	
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 1184	
 1185	
 1186	
Figure 12. TOA upward irradiances for SW (left column) and LW (right column). Upper 1187	
panels are CCCM simulations minus CERES observations and bottom panels are 1188	
FLXHR-LIDAR simulations minus CERES observations. SW irradiances used in this 1189	
figure are normalized with mean daily solar insolation. 1190	1191	
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 1192	
 1193	
    1194	
Figure 13. Same as Figs. 12 but for clear-sky composites.  1195	1196	
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 1197	
 1198	
 1199	
Figure A1. Same as Fig. 3 but for the CERES footprint observed on 3 March 2011 21:24 1200	
UTC with CERES packet number = 11678 and sample number = 521.  1201	
 1202	
 1203	
 1204	
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 1205	
Figure A2. Cloud occurrences (%) for 0 – 1 km altitudes from (a) CCCM products. (b) 1206	
Cloud occurrences from GEOPROF-LIDAR (GL) products minus (a), which is the same 1207	
to Fig. 2a. (c) Cloud occurrences for 0 – 1 km altitudes from CCCM products but 1208	
corrected with MODIS LWP method (ML) when the cloud layer is detected only by 1209	
CALIPSO and the layer is located below 1.5-km altitude. (d) Cloud occurrences from 1210	
GEOPROF-LIDAR products minus (c). (e) (a) minus (c). 1211	
 1212	
 1213	
